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Abstract
Uncertainty, in general, is a fundamental aspect of human activity and
underlies much of our decision making. The notion of uncertainty in
information seeking, in particular, dates back to Shannon and Weaver (1949)
and since then has been investigated in many forms. Kulthau’s (1993) work
on information uncertainty is perhaps the most extensive. Through two
specific examples, this article proposes uncertainty as a unifying heuristic in
information architecture. Measurements of uncertainty can serve a diagnostic
function in both the design and evaluation of information technologies and
user interfaces. As a relatively new field of practice and study, information
architecture borrows from established disciplines, such as computer science,
human-computer interaction, and graphic design. Historically, library and
information science (LIS) has proven to be a major source of guidance and
of inspiration. For instance, existing knowledge from LIS on controlled
vocabularies and facets informs thought on those subjects in information
architecture. Borrowing from prior research in information-seeking
behaviour, this essay explores the idea of identifying a common, overarching
principle in information architecture: uncertainty.

On Uncertainty
Uncertainty, in general, is a broad concept that has been investigated in
many fields, such as decision-making (Harris 2008), ethics (Tannert 2007),
risk and business (Hubbard 2007), and even physics (e.g., Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle), among numerous other areas. Indeed, the notion of
uncertainty underlies most aspects of our lives: it has been show to drive
everything from trading on stock markets to deciding which piece of fruit to
buy at the market.
Formal associations between information, in particular, and uncertainty date
back to Shannon and Weaver (1949), fathers of modern information and
communication theory. For one, they proposed and popularized the concept
of “information entropy”. or the measure of uncertainty in a transmitted
message. Overall, they believed that the presentation of information reduced
uncertainty: the more information a person received, the lower their
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uncertainty.
Other researchers picked up on uncertainty in information science. For
instance, Nicholas Belkin (1980) focused on the notion that seekers â€”
sometimes even experts in a given information system â€” are not able to
properly formulate queries to access the information they need. He calls
this “anomalous states of knowledge”. or ASK for short. Here, uncertainty
underlies the basic information seeking. Kuhlthau’s (1993) work on
uncertainty and information seeking is perhaps the most extensive. She
proposes uncertainty as a fundamental principle in her Information Search
Process (ISP), a six-stage model of seeking information. She describes the role
of uncertainty as follows:
Uncertainty is a cognitive state that commonly causes affective symptoms of
anxiety and lack of confidence. Uncertainty and anxiety can be expected in the
early stages of the ISP. The affective symptoms of uncertainty, confusion, and
frustration are associated with vague, unclear thoughts about a topic or problem.
As knowledge states shift to more clearly focused thoughts, a parallel shift occurs
in feelings of increased confidence. Uncertainty due to a lack of understanding, a
gap in meaning, or a limited construct initiates the process of information seeking.
(Kuhlthau 1993, p. 111)

Two interesting aspects emerge from this perspective. First, Kuhlthau found
that uncertainty is often the primary driver for the affective states people
while seeking information. Any endeavor to understand uncertainty in
information seeking must therefore also account for the seeker’s affective
states. Kuhlthau’s model does just this, along with considerations of cognitive
states and physical actions taken.
Second, Kuhlthau shows that contrary to previous models of uncertainty
in communication, the introduction of new information can increase
uncertainty. This is not always the case, but it holds true in complex
information seeking situations. In Kuhlthau’s model, uncertainty initiates
information seeking, and it may also return, typically occurring in earlier
stages of the search process (fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Prior models of uncertainty and information assumed the more information a
person receives, the lower their uncertainty. Kuhlthau’s research shows that uncertainty can
return in the process of seeking information, with dips of confidence occurring in earlier
stages.

Complex search situations are generally associated with uncertainty.
However, it is the perception of complexity, rather than the actual objective
complexity of a task, that causes feelings of uncertainty (Kuhlthau 1999).
Perceived complexity is often the cause of the secondary peak of uncertainty,
doubt, and confusion in information seeking. Unfortunately, many webbased search devices compound the perception of complexity by
overwhelming the user with “everything”. when a few well-chosen guiding
elements might be more appropriate for orientation. Advances in
information technology and the advent of ubiquitous web-based search and
navigation systems have only compounded the user’s dilemma rather than
eased it.
In a very comprehensive study, Wilson et al. (2002) also explored the
relationship between uncertainty and information seeking. Based on
longitudinal data collected in the U.S. and U.K., the researchers show that
uncertainty can be operationalised and reliably measured in a quantitative
investigation. They found that the principle of uncertainty as outlined by
Kuhlthau indeed serves as a useful variable in understanding and predicting
information-seeking behavior. The research points towards uncertainty as a
universal aspect of information seeking.
Furthermore, although uncertainty is often associated with risk and danger,
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Theresa Anderson (2006) reminds us that uncertainty can also have positive
effects. She found uncertainty to be necessary and even desirable in many
situations: it can motivate new lines of inquiry, contribute to creative
thinking, and spur innovation. Anderson shows us that uncertainty is indeed
a very complex aspect of human nature, and it is the interplay between
desired and undesired forms of uncertainty that should draw interest in
information research.

Information Architecture
In associating information architecture and uncertainty, then two questions
arise. The first question is, do existing models of general information seeking
apply to the online information spacesâ€”a primary area of focus for modern
information architecture? Evidence suggests that this is the case. For instance,
Choo, Detlor, and Turnbull (2000) examined information seeking on the
web and developed an integrated model of browsing and searching based
on established research, specifically Ellis’s (1989) behaviors. The researchers
successfully map Ellis’s general behavioral framework onto information
seeking on the web. It is reasonable to assume, then, that uncertainty in
information seeking can equally apply to online environments like the web.
The second question is, if uncertainty is such a broad concept, what
particular relevance might if have on the practice of information
architecture? Two specific examples help answer this question:
▪ Uncertainty in breadth versus depth of hierarchical menus
▪ The scent of information and labeling

Each is discussed below in more detail.

Uncertainty in Breadth vs. Depth
An example of information uncertainty can be found in the issue of breadth
vs. depth of information structures, an important issue in information
architecture. This refers to the ration of the number of visible menu items
in a given navigation to the number of hierarchical levels in the structure of
the information being accessed. Given a fixed number of information objects
(e.g., documents or web pages), there is a dependency between the two: the
fewer the options presented in the interface, the deeper the structure, and
vice-verse.
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In investigating breadth vs. depth, researchers typically have studied search
time, disorientation, error rates, and even satisfaction. A good summary
can be found in Larson and Czerwinski (1998). The general design
recommendation from such research is to increase breadth to reduce search
time and errors, as well as increase satisfaction. It is believed that the time
spent scanning menu items in a broader structure is less than the time
spent drilling down into a deeper structure. In the latter, menu terms are
necessarily more general and therefore more ambiguous.
Unfortunately, most breadth vs. depth studies test relatively symmetrical
structures, for example 4x4x4 structures (Snowberry et al. 1983), and thus
do not account for naturally occurring irregularities in hypertext shapes.
One exception is a study by Norman and Chin (1988), in which constant
structures were compared to irregular shapes (increasing, decreasing, convex,
concave). The researchers found that the concave structure (8x2x2x8)
performed best.
Bernard (2002) tested information structures with both symmetrical and
asymmetrical schemes as well. He confirmed that broader structures do
indeed perform better, but also found that deeper, asymmetrical structures
perform better than symmetrical structures of the same depth. For example,
4x4x4x4 structures performed not only worse than asymmetrical shapes of
the same depth (e.g. the concave 6x2x2x12) but also worse than deeper
concave structures (e.g. 3x2x2x2x12). He concludes that the performance of
the structures is determined in part by the properties of the hypertext shape,
namely the perceived complexity of the information space and information
uncertainty.
A concave information architecture indeed seems to match a decrease in
certainty users often experience when seeking information as described by
Kuhlthau. At the top level of a concave structure, seekers need orientation
without being overwhelmed. A balance of well-selected, mutually exclusive
categories serves as an efficient, satisfying starting point. The middle levels
are best restricted in breadth, thus reducing uncertainty and feelings of
doubt or frustration while making choices. The broader, bottom level of
a concave structure, however, provides maximum information scent and a
sense of “arrival” as the seeker begins gaining confidence again. As Bernard
(2002) writes, “at the terminal level, broad menus reduce the information
uncertainty”. At this point in the structure the users are able to handle more
complexity.
Conversely, convex structures present more choices at the middle levels
than on the ends (e.g. 2x8x8x2) and thereby contradict a normal pattern of
cognitive and emotional user needs in information seeking: there is more
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uncertainty after navigating has begun. This could mean an increased
likelihood of a hesitation in the search process, and feelings of apprehension
and frustration may set in. Therefore, the performance of varying hypertext
shapes appears to be given not only by breadth vs. depth, but also perceived
complexity and uncertainty. In evaluating or creating information
architectures, uncertainty as well as affective considerations can play a
potential role in predicting their overall success.

Uncertainty and Information Scent
Spool et al. (2004) popularized the notion of the scent of information in
web navigation base on empirical research with web users. Derived from
Information Foraging Theory (Pirolli & Card 1995), information scent refers
to how well links and navigation options match a visitor’s information need
and how well they predict the content on the destination page. It really has to
do with creating a sense of confidence in navigating. The researchers explain:
Usually â€¦ scent is invisible. It is a product of how well the designers
understand the site’s users, those users’ needs, and how the users access the site.
In fact, the best way to detect scent is to measure the users’ confidence. When the
scent is weak, users are not confident at all. They doubt their choices. They tell
us they are making “wild guesses”. They click hesitantly, hoping the site will
magically come through for them. More important, they rarely find what they
are seeking. When scent is strong, however, their confidence builds as they draw
closer to their content. They traverse the site with little hesitation. Moreover,
they find what they are seeking.

Information scent, as Spool et al. propose it, is about how uncertain a person
is when navigating a website. The notion of trigger words emerges as the
most critical aspect in this respect in his model. These are labels and texts that
match a visitor’s need. And indeed, scanning for trigger words is a consistent
pattern Spool and his team found across user types, across tasks, and across
sites during their research:
We’ve noticed that people looking for information all exhibit similar patterns.
They first scan for their trigger wordsâ€”words or phrases they associate with
the content they’re seekingâ€”in an attempt to pick up the scent.

Trigger words help to indicate they are on the right track, and they appear
to reduce uncertainty and give confidence in navigating further.
Getting the right labels seems to be critical to reducing information
uncertainty, but it is often an underestimated part of the design process.
The difficulty in creating labels that match users’ information needsâ€”and
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thereby reducing uncertaintyâ€”lies in the variation in terms people use to
describe the things they are looking for. Research shows that the chances
of two people naming the same thing the same way are low. Furnas et al.
(1987), then researchers at Bell Labs, researched this issue and explain:
The fundamental observation is that people use a surprisingly great variety of
words to refer to the same thing. In fact, the data show that no single access word,
however well chosen, can be expected to cover more than a small proportion of
user’s attempts.

In many tests with hundreds of people across different situations and subject
areas, they found that a single access point (i.e. a term chosen for navigation)
will at best match user’s terms only 10-20 percent of the time.
Furthermore, there are potentially many aspects of navigation design that
contribute to scent, including position on screen, labels, icons, color,
descriptive texts, and so forth. But ultimately scent is more complex and
subtle than how links are displayed. Garret (2002), author and a leader in
the information architecture community, reflects on the importance of this
overall context based on his personal experience:
All the information users have to go on are the language of the link, its visual
treatment, and its placement on the page. Yet, despite this extreme shortage of
information, they somehow develop mental images of the result they’ll get when
clicking a link. The mental image might not literally be a picture of the page in
their mindsâ€”although if they’re visual thinkers, it may take exactly that form.
They may have formed a mental impression of the content and the manner of its
presentation. This impression isn’t derived solely from the information they have
gleaned from the navigation design, though. They also take their own experience
into account.

In designing a system of navigation, information architects have a range of
tools to reduce potential uncertainty at their disposal. Chief among these
are labels. But as Garrett postulates, there potentially are many other subtle
clues people use to effectively navigate. From the standpoint of the topic of
this article, the tools to use and what design techniques to employ should be
driven by the aim of reducing uncertainty.

Conclusions
Information seeking, on the web in particular, can be an emotional
experience. Unfortunately, confusion and doubt tend to dominate feelings
of enthusiasm and optimism. The joy of discovery and pride of learning
can be rare feelings against a backdrop of frustration and a sense of being
overwhelmed, even for expert searchers. In general, people using web-based
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search systems to learn about a given topic have difficulty, particularly in the
early phases of information seeking (Sullivan 2000) Further, while examining
causes of user frustration on the web, Lazar et al. (2003) found that up to onehalf of the time spent in front of the computer is wasted due to frustrating
experiences. Uncertainty is at the heart of these frustrating experiences.
I introduce uncertainty as an underlying heuristic in information
architecture. Through two examplesâ€”breadth vs. depth and information
scentâ€”I’ve showed how uncertainty can be associated with core aspects of
information architecture. A common goal in information architecture, then,
is to design information environments that lower negative uncertainty. On
the other side of that coin, information architecture also needs to recognize
when positive forms of uncertainty can be helpful in someone’s information
experience. In the end, measures of uncertainty should serve as a diagnostic
characteristic in both building and evaluating information architectures in
the future. Knowing and when users of an information system have moments
of uncertainty point to the need for improvement and better design solutions.
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